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★ Wednesdays 7:30pm (7 markets)
★ Thursdays 5:30pm (146 markets)
★ Fridays 10 & 10:30am (7 markets)
★ Fridays 9:30pm (16 markets)
★ Saturdays 6:30pm (146 markets)
★ Sundays 4:30pm (146 markets)
★ Other/Syndicated (7 markets)

The Jet Set is a first of it’s kind talk show designed 
to keep pace with the professional, leisure and 

aspiring traveler by offering interviews with a wide 
variety of guests from the entertainment and travel 

worlds, on-location experiences, and insight into the 
latest trends and current events.  

Our show engages a social media connected 
generation, experiencing destinations with them, 

rather than for them. Opening the door to new 
advertising and promotional opportunities with both 

travel-focused companies such as airlines, hotel 
brands, restaurant chains, etc. and lifestyle products 
including mobile electronics, apps, financial services 

and cosmetic brands among others. 

The Jet Set not only connects viewers to a 
destination or experience, but also to hosts they can 
relate to and brands that will help take them where 

they truly want to go.
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AGE DEMOS

● 25% | 25-34
● 22% | 35-44
● 20% | 45-54
● 14% | 55-65
● 10% | 18-24
●   9% | 65+

RATINGS DATA
(Ratings data of select broadcast stations provided 

by Nielsen through TVeyes 12/30/16)

TOTAL ESTIMATED IMPRESSIONS: 5,500,000
Estimate developed from Rentrak data, Hootsuite, Facebook and Twitter reports

★ TOP 10: 100%
★ TOP 25: 100%
★ TOP 50:  99%
★ TOP 100: 92%
★ 100+ : 69%

TV MARKET COVERAGE
TV TIME PERIODS

Sample Episode: 
http://thejetset.tv/sizzle

Statistics from Hootsuite, Google Facebook and TVeyes as 
of December 2016.

DEMOGRAPHICS

TV UNIVERSE
★ 161 US TV DMAs
★ Covering 93.2% of the USA★ USA Household Reach: 106.9M

★ International Household Reach: 5M+

TV MARKET REACH

1,450,126
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http://thejetset.tv/sizzle
http://thejetset.tv/sizzle


Bobby Laurie's travel industry journey began in  
2005 when he was hired as flight attendant for US 
Airways and later moved up the ranks to work 
alongside the Federal Aviation Administration where 
he developed emergency protocols in use today. He 
left the industry in 2015 after joining and helping to 
launch Sir Richard Branson’s first American airline, 
Virgin America. 

In 2009 Bobby Laurie created a travel blog to collect 
and journal the experiences he encountered while 
working as a flight attendant and in 2010 a collection 
of his most popular articles were published into a 
book titled “Planely Speaking: Inflight Insight from 
Thirty Thousand Feet.” 

Laurie currently serves as a travel expert on HLN 
and travel host on CNN Airport Network

Gailen David’s 25 year travel industry career began 
in 1987 when he was hired as a flight attendant at 
American Airlines.

His book "Jetiquette: The Customer Experience and 
You" was recognized by Travel Weekly Magazine 
and received "The Magellan Award" in 2008. Today, 
“Jetiquette,” trademarked by David, highlights 
various ways that travellers can exude proper 
etiquette while traveling and enhance the 
experience for everyone. 

David is also co-creator of SavvyStews.com, the 
largest independent travel network on the Internet 
The website sees millions visitors a year.

David now lends his expertise and opinions as a 
travel host on CNN Airport Network and contributes 
travel advice and tips to several media outlets.

As native Hawaiian who was raised to love and 
appreciate the outdoors, it’s natural that exercise & 
fitness have always been an integral part of Nikki 
Noya’s life. 

Through her extensive travels, she recognized how 
obesity, poor nutrition and lack of exercise was 
affecting the lives of so many around the world and 
across the United States. With the education and 
tools that she had acquired and the passion that she 
felt for helping others, she knew that she had to 
share her knowledge and give back what she had 
learned.

As a television expert, health and wellness 
correspondent,  wellness coach, and personal 
trainer she begins her message by imparting her 
belief that true beauty starts from within. She strives 
to empower everyone to achieve vibrancy, energy, 
radiance, and beautiful health through fitness, 
nutrition and balance. 

GAILEN DAVID NIKKI NOYA BOBBY LAURIE

MEET HOSTS



CARIBBEAN ISLAND NATIONS
11 CABLE MARKETS

BROADCAST & CABLE
161 MARKETS

DISTRIBUTION

ON-DEMAND & ONLINEBROADCAST AND CABLE


